Homeland Security & Critical Infrastructures

WiNN Mobile

IP Mobile Solution Radio Controller
The WiNN Mobile is a reliable and cost-effective Radio
Controller solution designed for Rail Transit, Railway and
Automotive applications to provide local and geographical
connectivity and integrated voice and data communication
services in a mobile environment.

The WiNN Mobile is able to withstand typical Rolling Stock
environmental disturbances, such as vibration and shock,
due to a robust and compact design based on a fanless
platform embodied in a rugged mechanical chassis with tight
connectors, which allows extended temperature ranges.

Based on a modular architecture, the WiNN Mobile
can be equipped with a range of interfaces to manage
interconnected subsystems that offer a wide set of services
relevant to train-ground communications, on-board security,
vehicle monitoring and further value-added applications.

ARCHITECTURE
The WiNN Mobile HW main boards are:
•• The Mother Board including CPU module.
•• The Interface Board, connected to the Mother Board,
generating all equipment interfaces and housing the
audio-matrix, which provides audio switching to multiple
sources.
•• The Connector Board, connected to the Interface Board
and the embedded Radio module(s), reporting the
equipment and radio interfaces on external connectors.
•• The Power Supply Board, acquiring the external power
source and providing all the internal voltage references
needed for the normal operation of the other boards.

Utilising multiple managed radio modules (either embedded
or external), WiNN Mobile allows on-board subsystems to
be permanently connected to the relevant control centre
applications via different professional and/or public
networks. The most appropriate radio bearer is selected
according to criteria such as Requested Quality, Type Of
Service and Link Reliability. Primarily, WiNN Mobile supports
static and dynamic IP routing to provide data mobility
between local environment and external networks.

In basic configuration, WiNN Mobile platform provides the
following main benefits:
•• Integrated Power Supply with 24 VDC (9 to 36 VDC) or 72
(50,4 to 90 VDC) VDC fully compliant to EN 50155 class
S2
•• Integrated TETRA radio functionality, with embedded GPS
Receiver
•• Audio switching capability, due to the integrated audiomatrix
•• I/O capability, due to the presence of digital I/O ports to
allow the use of vehicle signals
•• Integrated Ethernet Switch, providing 2 x FE LAN ports on
M12 connectors
•• Serial line interface (2 x RS232, 3 x RS485)
•• Integrated CAN vehicle bus
The WiNN Mobile can be provided with the following optional
add-on modules:
•• MVB bus.
•• Wi-Fi, UMTS.

The WiNN Mobile can be provided with the following optional
external module:
•• DC/DC power supply for standard EN 50155 110VDC.
Note: External DC/DC equipment shall be installed in order to allow the use
of110VDC power sources.

The WiNN Mobile SW architecture is based on Linux OS, and
includes set of drivers to manage all equipment interfaces
and radio module(s).
A major benefit is the ability to yield a Radio Controller
capable to mask the device’s infrastructure in order
to provide an easy access to capabilities for the
communications by an adaptable platform.
The company can provide a complete solution suited for any
operational requirement.
APPLICATIONS
Metro Applications
The WiNN Mobile can be used as an on-board Control Unit
by MRT/LRT trains, for both driver-based and driverless
applications. This guarantees reliable communications and
connects travelling personnel with ground-based staff, both
in day-to-day operation and emergency situations.
As a core part of the integrated On-Board System, the WiNN
Mobile enables operational functions such as:
•• Voice communications between Train Operator and OCC in
line operations.
•• Voice communications between Train Operator and
Shunting personnel in depot area.
•• On-board broadcast of PA audio announcements and PID
visual messages, either pre-recorded (triggered by onboard Signaling System) or live by OCC.

•• Intercom, allowing for voice communications between
passengers, Train Operator and OCC.
•• On-board audio-surveillance (ambience listening) by OCC.
•• Signalling System, generated data reporting to OCC for
vehicle diagnostic and monitoring.
•• Broadband data exchange in maintenance area for log file
upload and SW upgrade purposes.
Railway Applications
In the train environment, the WiNN Mobile can be usefully
employed as an on-board Control Unit on HSR trains to
address passenger-oriented services such as wireless
Internet, Infotainment, PIS and CCTV. As a core part of the
integrated On-Board System, the WiNN Mobile can provide
the following functionalities:
•• On-board broadcast of PA audio announcements and
PID visual messages either pre-recorded (triggered by
trackside system and GPS data) or live by Train Driver and
Train Staff.
•• Intercom, allowing for voice communications between
passengers and Train Staff.
•• Infotainment.
•• Dedicated Wi-Fi interface for Train Staff.
•• Video surveillance.
•• Communication with train logic (diagnostic data,
information about next station and delays).
Other Applications
The flexible and modular architecture means that the WiNN
Mobile can be employed in many other operative scenarios,
providing a wide set of services and benefits including:

•• Computational Power
-- Due to its computational ability, the WiNN Mobile can
act as a natural core processor for communication
related applications. The use of this computing feature
is enhanced by the ability to connect a keyboard
and display in order to give users of the WiNN-based
system graphical and physical interfaces.
•• Integrated Networks
-- Acting as a gateway, the WiNN Mobile provides
communication in an integrated environment allowing
continuous operation during migration from legacy to
new technology based systems.
•• Localisation
-- The embedded GPS receiver provides an extremely
high accuracy in positioning.
•• Local Client - Terminals
-- Due to wireless interfaces, the audio-matrix, and wired
and wireless audio accessories, any commercial PDA
devices and PMR terminals can be used to get access
to the required services (voice and data) and to
connect to the required communication network.
•• IP-based applications
-- The WiNN Mobile supports any standard IP-based
applications, and third party applications can be used
via the Mobile-IP protocol extension.
•• I/O capability
-- I/O ports allow any signals from the vehicle system to
be used. In addition, the CAN transceiver provides the
communication capability for the vehicle bus.

TECHNICAL DATA
DC Input voltage

Power consumption
Dimensions (HxWxD)
Weight
Operating temperature
Storage temperature
Humidity
Protection level
Main board
Chipset

Memory
Audio codec
GPS module

Certifications
Environmental
Mechanical
CE

Railway applications

EN 50155 16.8 to 36V
50.4 to 90V EN 50155
77 to 137.5V (with external add-on)
70W (fully equipped)
150 x 190 x 180mm
4kg (fully equipped)
-25° to +60°C (compliant to EN 50155
class T1)
-40° to +70°C
0 to 95% non condensing
IP 20 (ready for IP 54)

External interfaces
Audio-matrix channels
Digital I/O

Serial line
Vehicle bus
LAN
WWAN (Professional Mobile Radio)
Radio modules (up to 3) as option
WLAN
WWAN (Public Mobile Radio)

Omap 3730 Texas Instruments
Real-time clock with lithium battery
backup
System memory: 2 GB
SD (Secure Digital) card: 4 GB
Analogue companion chip
Chip set: SiRF IV, GSD4e
Tracking sensitivity: -163 dBm
Channels: 48
Protocol: ETSI LIP

Option module
External Power Supply:

6x audio input, 600 ohm balanced
7x audio output, 600 ohm balanced
4x open drain out
4x opto-isolated open collector out
2x configurable in/out
7x opto-isolated pull-up 3.3V In
2x RS232 / 3x RS485
Automotive: CAN BUS ISO 11898
Railway: MVB IEC 61375-1 (option)
2x Ethernet 10/100 on M12 connector
TETRA/ (ETSI EN 300 392-2)

IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n
HSDPA 7.2Mbps
UMTS/HSDPA (W-CDMA/FDD) 2100MHz
Quad-band EGSM
850/900/1800/1900
GPRS multi-slot class 12
EDGS multi-slot class 12

DC/DC EN50155 110VDC IN / 24VDC
OUT

ETSI EN 300 019-1-5 class 5.1
ETSI EN 300 019-1-5 class 5M3
CEI EN 60950-1 (Electrical Safety)
ETSI EN 300 489-1/7/17 (EMC)
CEI EN 55022 class B/55024 (EMC)
Fully compliant to EN 50155
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